Equivio Zoom Tab in Relativity
Enables Seamless Use of Equivio Zoom inside Relativity
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USE EQUIVIO ZOOM FROM WITHIN RELATIVITY
kCura and Equivio have collaborated to fully integrate Equivio Zoom, an end-to-end
e-discovery platform for predictive coding and analytics, within Relativity. The Equivio
functionality is accessed via a dedicated Equivio Zoom tab in the Relativity GUI.
Available in the Relativity Ecosystem, the Equivio Zoom tab allows users to launch and
use Equivio without ever leaving the Relativity GUI. This Zoom tab approach means that
Relativity is now "Zoom-ready." As a result, implementation of Equivio with Relativity
becomes a non-issue. Relativity users can take full advantage of Zoom's best-of-breed
suite of e-discovery analytics and predictive coding applications, all within the Relativity
GUI and workflow. The Zoom tab in Relativity supports the full range of Zoom
functionality, including Relevance for predictive coding, clustering, near-duplicates, email
threads and language detection.

STREAMLINED DATA FLOW
The integrated GUI and data flows make it easy for Relativity users to access the Zoom
functionality from within the Relativity review environment. This integration provides
seamless access to all Zoom functionality and data from the Relativity GUI, creating a
straightforward, intuitive user experience.
The tight integration of the two technologies provides users with several key
advantages:


Unified GUI – With Zoom fully embedded within Relativity, users can use Zoom for
all their predictive coding and analytical needs, while remaining within the familiar
Relativity “look and feel.”



Short learning curve for Relevance training – Tagging of sample documents for
relevance is performed using the standard Relativity review GUI.



Seamless data flow – Zoom directly accesses and updates the Relativity database
to create an efficient and seamless workflow that simplifies data handling, saves time
and reduces the risk of errors.



Simple to deploy – Automated installation and tight integration ensure
straightforward setup and implementation of the Equivio Zoom tab and functionality.

The Zoom tab in Relativity is available to joint Equivio-Relativity users, and is activated
via the Equivio Zoom license.
Further details are available on the Relativity Ecosystem.
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Using the Equivio Zoom tab to analyze documents

Zoom tab integration allows users to train Relevance in Relativity’s native file viewer
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BOTTOM LINE: SEAMLESS INTEGRATION,
OUTSTANDING USER EXPERIENCE
The integration of the Equivio Zoom tab in Relativity enables reviewers to take
advantage of Zoom's powerful predictive coding and analytics technology within
Relativity. This seamless integration creates an all-in-one experience for Relativity and
Zoom users.

ABOUT EQUIVIO ZOOM
Zoom combines Equivio's best-of-breed Relevance application for predictive coding, with
advanced analytics including clustering, near-duplicates, email threads and language
detection. Zoom can be used for early data assessment as well as significantly reducing
review set volumes and enabling prioritized review. The Zoom components are
seamlessly integrated on a unified web-based platform for easy access and use. The
unified platform approach eliminates the need for moving data between applications,
shortening data handling cycles and reducing the risk of errors.

ABOUT RELATIVITY
Relativity is a web-based platform for the processing, review, analysis, and production of
electronic data. Relativity has more than 70,000 active users worldwide from
organizations including the U.S. Department of Justice and 95 of the top 100 law firms in
the United States. Relativity’s features include complete processing capabilities, image
and native file review, diverse coding options, flexible workflow capabilities, integrated
productions, foreign language support, text analytics, and visual data analysis, all
available as an on-premises installation or as an on-demand, hosted solution through a
global network of partners.
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ABOUT EQUIVIO
Equivio develops text analysis software for e-discovery. Users include the DoJ,
the EPA, KPMG, Deloitte, plus hundreds of law firms and corporations. Equivio
offers Zoom, an integrated web platform for analytics and predictive coding.
Zoom organizes collections of documents in meaningful ways. So you can zoom
right in and find out what’s interesting, notable and unique. Request a demo at
info@equivio.com or visit us at www.equivio.com.
Zoom in. Find out.
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